For the longest time it has beEn
a mystery; who was it really that
stole the coOkIE froM the CoOkiejar?
Now WE finalLy have a chaNCE
to Figure IT out!

suMmary

contENT

players always have
one Card in their hand.
When it is your turn
you draw one card
from the deck and
then choOse one to
play. You lay the card
in front of you and
execute the Text on
the card. Then it is the
the next players turn.
watch out for the
empty jar, if you are
Caught holding it you
have been revealed
as the notorious
coOkie thief.

22 cake Cards
8 pancake cARDS
5 referance cards
tHE cake cards have different
names, each after a baked
treat and EACH has their special
abilIty that is writTen at the
botTOm of the carD. A number
at the top, ranging from 1-8,
showS the value of the card.
The pancake CarDs are evEnt
cards that alter the game.
The rEference cards
give overview over alL
the difFerent cards.

3-7 players,
1-8 minutes per round
8 years and up

out of the game

setup
a. Remove the pancake cards
(with a white background)
from the deck and shuffle
only the cake cards.
In a three player game,
the cake cards with CofFEe
and 'Lumma með kaffi' are

removed from the game.
b. Deal out one card to each
player, face down. One card
is then put TO the SIde. This
card is calLed the secret
card.
c. drAW four random pancake
CARDS and shuffle them into
the deck.
d. The playEr who bakEd a
cake most recently starts
the game.
ùù

THE gamE
players Always have only one
card in their hand.
When it is your turn, YOU
draw the top card From the
deck without showing the
Other players.
IF it's a pancake Card you hAVE
TO reveal it immediately and
execute the text on the Card.
A detailed list of every card
is on the next page. Some of
the pancake cards say 'draw

another card'. that is done
after the text on the card
is executed. After the text
has been executed the pancake
card is discarded beside the
main deck in a discard pile.
if it's a cake card you do not
reveal it but instead put it
into your hand. You must then
choose one of the two cards
you have in your hand, lay it
in front of you and execute
the text. Then it is the next
players turn. The effect of
each card is listed on the
next page.
The text on the card must
always be executed if possible,
even if it is not beneficial to
the player.
used cake cards are layed
in front of the player who
played it in such a way that
every card is visible. This is
done so all players can see
all cards which have been
played.
If a card is Tossed (not
played) it is placed in the
discard pile and the text is
not executed. Players can
look into the discard pile at
any point to see which cards
have been discarded.

ùù

if a player is out of the
game, he puts the card in his
hand in the trash, revealing
to the other players which
card he had.
Note that players who are
out of the game, can still
join the game again.

ùù

cheating
players should Always tell
the truth. If a player is
caught cheating, that player
needs to bake a cake as
compensation for a spoiled
game.

ùù

end of game
the Game can end in three
different ways:
1. if the empty jar-card
is played or discarded
the game ends immediately
because the thief has been
caught! The player who
played or discarded it is
out of the game and The
remaining player with the
highest card in his hand is
the winner.
2. if only one player is left
in the game, that player is
the winner.
3. if the deck runs out the

player with the highest card
in his hand at the end of
the current player's turn is
the winner.
ties between players are
resolved by adding all the
numbers on each players
played cards. the player with
the higher sum wins the game.
After a winner has been
declared, the next game can
start, with the winner being
the starting player.

ùù

points
if you are playing many games
in a row, players can decide
to keep score. The winner
gets one point. If he won with
the empty jar in his hand he
scores one extra point. If
a player is caught with the
empty jar he scores minus
one point.

ùù

info
design and graphics:

Embla VigFúsdóttir
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this game is inspired by the game 'Love
Letter', by Seiji Kanai, published by AEG in 2012.

The Cards
the cake cards
There are two types of
cake cards: cakes and
cakes with coffee.

3. Laufabrauð með kaffi (1 card)

6. Hjónabandssæla (1 card)

(leaf bread with coffee). choose
two players to compare their
hands secretly. The player
with the lower card is out
of the round. in the case

(Happy marriage cake) choose
an opponent and swap cards
with him without showing
the other players.

Lummudeig

of a tie nothing happens.

1. Kleina (5 cards)
(twisted doughnut). Choose an
opponent and guess which card
he has. if you guess correctly
that player is out of the round.

you can choose yourself.

6. Hjónabandssæla
með kaffi (1 card)
4. Lakkrístoppur (2 cards)

you can not guess a kleina card.

(liqurice meringue) While this
card is active no other cards
can affect you, neither cake nor
pancake cards. The card is active

1. Kleina með kaffi (1 card)

until you play another card.

(Twisted dougHnut with coffee).
guess the card of your left
hand opponent. if you guess
correctly that player is out
of the round. Then guess
the next players card and
continue around the table until
you have guessed everyone's
card. Everyone whose card
you correctly guessed is
out of the round. you can

not guess a kleina card.

4. Lakkrístoppur með kaffi
(liqurice meringue with coffee)
Choose an opponent. while this
card is active all players
must play their cards on that
opponent. The card is active

until you play another card
or if that player plays a
'lakkrístopp' (liqurice meringue).

2. Piparkaka (2 cards)
(Gingerbread). You may
look at an opponent's
card without revealing it
to the other players.

2. Piparkaka meÐ kaffi (1 card)
(Gingerbread with coffee).
Exchange your card with
the secret card without
showing the other players.

5. Randalína (2 cards)
(layer cake) choose an opponent
to discard their card and
draw a new one. You can
choose yourself. If the player
draws a pancake card, that
card is immediately discarded
without executing the text
and a new one drawn.

5. Randalína með kaffi (1 card)
3. Laufabrauð (2 cards)
(leaf bread). choose an opponent.
You and that player secretly
compare hands without showing
the other players. The player
with the lower Numbered card
is out of the round. In the

case of a tie nothing happens.

(Happy marriage cake with coffee)
choose two opponents who
must swap cards with each
other. You can choose yourself.

(Layer cake with coffee) choose
two opponents to discard
their cards and draw new ones.
you can choose yourself. If a
player draws a pancake card,
that card is immitedly discarded
without executing the text and
a new one drawn. if the deck
runs out before a player
gets a card, that player is
out of the round. You select
which player draws first.

(pancake batter) All the player's
hands are shuffled together
and then each player is dealt
one card again. after dealing,

you draw a new card.

Lummustafli
7. Hnallþóra

(1 card)

coffee card (i.e. cake cards
with coffee) in their hand are
immediately out of the game.

(1 card)

(colossal cake) unlike other cake
cards this card is active while in
your hand. If you at any point
have this card and any cake card
with coffee at the same time, you
have to play this card. When this
card is played it has no effect.

(stack of pancakes) the player
who played the highest card
this round takes his turn. The
turn order then continues from
that player. In a case of a
tie the player who drew this
card (the stack of pancakes)
decides whose turn it is.

Tvílumma
8. Tóm krús (1 card)
(The empty jar) if you ever
play or discard the empty jar
the thief has been found, you
are out of the round and
the game ends immediately.
ùù

pancake cards
Grautarlumma
(pancake with leftover
ricepudding) All cake cards that
have been played or discarded
so far are shuffled into the
deck. Pancake cards in the discard
pile are not included. After
shuffling you draw a new card.

(pancake twins) Draw two
cards and then play two cards.
when playing the first card
You choose which of the other
two cards is your 'hand'. If
you draw a pancake card you
have to play it immediately. If
you draw two pancake cards
you choose which one to play
first. If one of the card is
the burned pancake card your
turn ends immediately and you
discard one of the other cards.

UPphituð lumma
(reheated pancake) Choose
an opponent that is out
of the game to be back
in the game again.

Hálfbökuð lumma
(half baked pancake) Draw a
card. after your turn is over
the turn order is reversed.

Kaffi lumma
(Coffee and pancake) all
players, including you, with a

ViðbreNnd luMma
(burned pancake) you miss a
round. if you draw this card
because of 'pancake twins'
your turn ends immediately
and you discard one card
in order to have only one
card left in your hand.

